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Abstract
Island-driven
parsing
is of grea.t relevance
for speech
recognition/understanding
and other na.tural language
A bidirectional
algorithm
is
processing
applications.
presented
that efficiently
solves this problem,
allowing
both any possible
determination
of the starting
words
in the input sentence
and flexible control.
In pazticu-

lar, a mixed bottom-to-top

followed,
ses. The

without
algorithm

and top-down approach is

leading
to redunclantV partial
performance
is discussed.

analy-

Introduction
As opposed
to tra.ditiona.1
ulol~odirt~ct,ional
parsing
stra.tegies,
island-driven
strategies
(see [Woods,
1982;
Woods,
19$5]) start
the a.nalysis
of the input
sentence from several (dynamically
determined)
positions
within it, and then proceed
outward
from them in both
directions.
Isla.nd-driven
strategies
ha*ve been long a.pplied in
speech understanding
systems,
sta.rting
with the early
work in [Walker,
19781 to more recent. ones (for instance [Giachin
and Rullent,
19891); nloreover,
isla.nddriven
parsing
is also encouragecl
within
the speech
a.rea by recent
results
for word-spotting
t*echniques.
Strong motivations
for the use of isla.nd-drivel1
sil,ra.l,c:gies in speech understanding
a.pplica.tions
are present.ed
in [Woods,
19821, based on the fact that isla.nd-driven
flexibility
allows the employment
of optima.1 heuristics
that,
when used with monodirectional
stra.t,egies,
do
not guarantee
admissibility.
Island-driven
pazsing
is
also defended
in [Stock el nl., 19891, where the preclictive power of bidirectional
strategies
is discussed,
along
with its advantages
for speech understanding
systems.
In this perspective,
another
interesting
a.pplication
for
island-driven
parsing
is (written)
ill-formed
input,
in
which the pazser can take advanta.ge
of partia.1 analyses
surrounding
a.11incomplete
(or missing)
constituent.
This paper presents
a.11 a.lgorit.hlll
for islallcl-driven
parsing of context-free
languages.
‘l’lle a.lgori thlil provides efficient solutions
to two interesting
pa.rsing problems, namely
the prolifera.tion
of (rediillda.ll1.)
aiialyses
caused by the bidirectiona,l
beha.viour
of the parser,
and the interaction
betweet]
bottom-up
(more exactly
bottom-to-top)
and top-down
stra kgies
(see the discussion below).

used throughout
the paper is
The formal
notation
the conventional
one in the parsing
theory
litera.ture
(see for example
[Aho and Ullman,
19721). A contestfree grammar
is a. quadruple
G = (N, C, P, S); tOhe j*-th
production
in P has the form D,. - C,. 1 . . . C’T.,,r, T,
being the length of its right-hand
side. Finally, a string
2.2 . . . zj will always denote
the null-string
E for j < i.

Island-driven

parsing

Let C be a. context-free
grammar
and ui be a string
in C*.
Assume
also that
a number
M
> 1 of
items
in different,
positions
withill
UI are selected,
WC> define
olaud-drrve
II my
to be called
islauds.
recognition/parsilIg
stra.Legy
that. sta.rLs
aimlysis
for
w from the selected
islands
aud the11 proceeds
outwa.rd (this
is a.dapted
fro111 thr ultddlt--ou.1 stra.tegJ
defined in [Woods,
19851). A pazticular
case of islandparsing strategy
(see
driven stra.tegy
is the head-driven
for example
[Proudian
and Pollard,
1985; Kay. 1989;
Sa.tta. and Stock, 1989]). In head-driven
strategies,
the
are independent
of w
“starting
places” of the analysis
and are determined
by the grammar
G’, so that each
production
p has only one (a.lways t)he same) element
within its right-hand
side from which partial
analysis
ln islalld-drivel1
strategies
such a.
for p is ?riggered”.
condition
is relaxed;
a.s will Ix discussed
ill t(he following, this reyuires
a.dditiolla.1 c.ompuLa.tioua.1 c>fIort .

Bidirectionality

and island-driven

strategy

In island-driven
context-free
parsing,
the analysis
of a
constituent
C within
the input sentence
can be triggered by the completion
of one or more constituents
(dominating
the selected
islands)
in the right-hand
side of a. production
for C.
In [Cheatham,
1967;
Aho and Ullman,
19721 a parsing
strategy
called leflcorner is discussed,
in which the analysis
of each production
p of the gran1ma.r is triggered
by the presence
within
the input. sentence
of the leftliiost, collstituent.
of the right-halld
side of 1) (called
t.llcA l~f%-co~xe~.).’
Olle cam then achieve the desired parsing
lxha,viour
by
weakening
the left-corner
collditioll
in such a wa.y that
‘This strategy should not be confused wit11 the bottom~;1) parsing strategy, in which a production
/J is “declared”
by the parser only after all c0nst.itueuI.a ill ils riglt L-baud
side llave been completely
analyzed.
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a.ny set of symbols
in the right ha.nd-side
of’11 call trigger lhe a.nalysis of y itself. This move forces t#he pa.rsel
to expand
partial
analyses
for p on both sides, i.e. t,o
a.ualyze the input in a bidirecti0na.l
fashion.
In island-driven
parsing
one must also deal with
cases in which no island hCas been selected
wit8hin tile
portion
of the input where a constit,uent,
C’ is required
by the surrounding
a.nalyses.
Hence the parser
must
employ
top-down
prediction
to be sure that no coustituent
is lost. This in turn forces either left-to-right
or right-to-left
analysis,
depending
on whether
the prediction for C tool; place at. its left or at its riglit. I)olri~da.ry.
The bidirectional
and the top-down
~nonoclirectiona.1
requirements
for the parser present
a.t least two problems.
First of all, the capa.bility
of expa.nding
pa.rtial analyses
on both sides results
in analysis
prolifera.tion, as discussed
in [Woods,
1982; Satta and Stock,
19891. More precisely,
let I(, be a. production
of the
CY, Ial = In. Starting
the ana.lysis
for p
form A from a. constituent
in CY,and given tl1a.t a partial a.na.lysis for p can be expanded
in two different,
ways at,
each step, there are O(Y’z) different
ways of obtja.lning
a complete
a.nalysis for p. Even if such a. process can be
carried out within O(nz’) steps hy using t.ahular (dynamic) methods
(see below) this should
be compared
with the monodirectional
methods
in which the same
Furthernlore,
if tnorc tl1a.n
process takes O(m) steps.
one island has been selected
within u, the complet8ioll
of the a.nalysis for p takes O(?713) steps,
since in the
worst case a partial
analysis
of p can be extended
in
O(m) different
ways at each step, by merging
it. with
the already
found partia.1 a.ua.lyses.
A second problem
originates
from the intera.ction
between island-driven
a.nalyses
and top-down
analyses,
which must be carried
out in order
to recover
constituents
that fall apart from the select#ed islands.
The
overall result
is that,
in a.dditiou
1~0 LIIV (rcxlut~~la~~t.)
island-outward
recognition
discussed
above, c?vc;ry constituent
gets analyzed
twice more by top-down
precliction at its bounda.ries.
Although
in t,his case tile order
of analysis
redunda.ncy
is less than t,he one resulting
from the bidirectional
requirement,
in pra.ct8ica.l cases
it affects parsing
performance
as much as t#lie latter,
because
in na,tura.l language
a.pplications
the a.verage
length of the production’s
right’-hancl side is not, greater
than three or four.

in the well known chart.
gra.mma.r G.’ As an example,
parsing techniques
([Kay, 19SS]) one can see all possible
edges as the nonterminals
of a context-free
grammar,
whose binary productions
express
the a,llowed combinations
between
active and inactive
edges (in the following this observation
should
be of sonle help to the
reader who is familiar
with chart parsing).
To simplify
the exposition
of the studied
algorithm
and the expression
of its formal properties
ill the uest
used by the
we define here the spe&c-cover
sections,
definition
introduces
the symmethod.
The following
bols that, will be used 1n represeutiug
for productions
of the input grammar
D&l&ion
1 Let G = (Iv, C, P, S) be a corbtect-fret
grammar.
The i-items assocsated to G’ UIP ull und only
the elements defined as follows:
(i) for every production
(a)

ICS”)

D,. -

an i-item,

is

0 5

CY,.,l . . . Cl..,,
s < t 5

111P:

iTr, (s, t) #

to1L);
(b)

I~“‘“’ and Ii.Xr’Rr) are i-ite71l.s;

(ii) for every A E N, IA 2s an z-stem.
In the following,
the symbol 1;!) will deuo~e t,llt‘ set, of
all i-items.
In the next definition
we will cover a.11 input, grammar in such a way t1la.t. the bidirectional
reyuirement,
is
Inet,. For the sake of simplicity
and without
loss of geuerality (see final section)
we assume G’ to be expressed
in a. null-production
free form; moreover,
we assume
tha.t only one productiou
in C rewrit’es ~lle start sy~nbol 5’.
Definition
gram,mar.
(I’!),

2 Let G = (N, C. P, 5’) be a context-free
The island cover (i-cover JOI. short) G’l =

C, PI, Is) for G 2s a context-free grammar whose
bl are yartit2oiied into lhe Jollou~~i~g thr>ee

pr%uctioi,s

sets.
(i) for every productzon
duction

set PitJ’ contams

and I;=+”

(ii)

-

the projection
lows:

(a) for

y,.

111

Y,

the prediction

pro-

(0.0) -c
1,.

the- j,roduckw

E;
production

every production

set t):’ ) LS dejiued

D,. -

Ci.V,

111

as fol-

P-‘. the pm-

Island-covers
‘I’abu1a.r methods
are among
the most efficient
algori thms for recognition/parsing
of gc>neral colit.e?<t8-frce
Iallguages
(see [Graham
a.nd HarrisoIl,
I!ITG] for all
overview).
These methods
process an input, st#ring ‘~1=
lx] . . . cl,, by filling in the entries of all (12 + I ) x (11.+ 1)
zero-indexed
matris
T so that. .‘A E li,j /./ n/Id clr,ly if
.s 2

cL4p 2

W,
ctcLi+1 . . . Uj/3 U?ld R7'(U (,ti.

i, j),

LVIlel’e

the predicate
RT represents
the filtering capabilit,ies
of
the algorithm
at hand.
As recently
pointed
out in [Leernlakers,
19891, a.lmost
all ta.bu1a.r parsing
methods
for contest-free
grammars
process
the input, string according
to a. covering gran1ma.r G, that is built oil the fly from the input
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2Let G and G,: be two CFC;‘s such that L(G) = L(G,.) =
L; G, is said to be a cover for G if tl~re exists a (rnauyto-one) function from parses of ii’E L iii G, t.0 paweb of w
ill G. This means that one can express
in t,erms of all parses of up in G,..

all parses

of up ill G

(a.)

for every s,t.b,
0 5 s < i 5 7rr. (s,t) # (0, 7rr.),
“y
(s,t) _ p-1
s < k < t, the productions
I,.
nlld I’s’t) - $P+,~)
,,(o’;f,
1
1'

a.rises if we prevent
the formation
of overlapping
partial
ana.lyses.
1 and 2 a simple
example
is presented
In” Figures
(i-items
in T axe represented
as edges in a. graph).

where ,%‘I,~= Zc7,.,, tfC,.,, E N, SI,, = C,.,t
if Cr,t E S and ,i,, = Ic~~.~+~if C’r,s+l E N, J’;,, =
i.fCIT,s+l

G,s+l

E

S;

Ck

ch

21ur to (iii)a
with respect
Note that Gr
G, in the sense
gering element
side it belongs
ble for such an
par ticu1a.r order.

sy1nb01s
a ib d C,‘r, 1
is a most genera.1 bidirectional
cover for
that any symbol
in G can be the trigfor the productions
whose right-hand
to, and any expansion
order is possielement,
i.e. GI does not privilege
one

An island-driven
This section
the set L(G),
production
that partial
by means of

Outline

Figure

tabular

in ti,j

if, for some

disjunc18ion

//izi

inserts

production

.;I, -

a

syt~ll~ol

.4,

E

-VI 1,; iI1 P;“.

(Xl E li,k
A 1) E l&%j) IlOltlS
trll(‘.

Iiv!’

1~11~
Pro-

ductions
in r-;” ) are instea.d used I)y tJlc> cirrl slep alid
the project step, which respectively
try to trigger analyses from the selected
isla.nds or front the a.lready found
constituents
that contain
at least one isla.~id. Finally,

ck

ch

Figure

of the algorit hrn

step

overlapping.

Figure
1 shows all possible
paxtial
analyses
of some
by
production
right-hand
side, that call be triggered
two (generic)
constituents
Cl, and C’X,. In Figure
2
the same ca.se is shown, in which overlapping
analysis
forma,tion
has been blocked
(outward
expansion
from
Cl, and C’k has been selected‘randomly
). -

presents
a tabu1a.r method
that recognizes
G being a. contest-free
gra.~lllllar in a ~lullTbc3
lYa.clel*
sllollltl
l’(‘1111’1111w1’
free form.
ana.lyses of G’s productions
are
represented
the nonterminal
symbols
of the cover Gl =

the expand

analysis

recognizer

As f’or a.lmost all tabular
parsing
methods,
t,he fundamental
step (expand step) of the studied
algorithm
consists
of combiniltg
two adjacent
(partial)
analyses.
This is done accordmg
to the cover G,.
As a genera.1
condition,

1: Partial

2: Subsumption

blocking.

The a.lgorithm
blocks
the forma.tion
of overla.pping
ana.lyses
by recording
a.nalysis
expansions
(in a matrix Q) and by blocking
righr. expansion”
of’ an i-item
that 1la.s already
been expanded
to t,he left (and the
other way around).
In the following,
such a technique
will be called subsu1)~p11on BlockrrryT
The problem
of i~cliinclanc~~ caiist~d 1)s iiiI eract,ioil
deservc.5 I11or(’ cli3c ussion.
alllong different
st.rakgies,
First. of all, note
tl1a.t sulxulllptioll
l.)locl;ing
preserves
analysis
proliferatiou
even for interaction
I>(>and toy-down
left-to-right
(01
tween islan-d -outwa.rd
right-to-left)
strategies.

the left- and right-predict steps use productions
in Pj”’
in making top-down
predictions
for the requestJed constituents.
The execution
of the five steps above 011 all
i-iteiu in T can take place in a.ny order.
FurLhermore,
HO restriction
is made on the order ill \vhich i-ikllls
ill
7’ axe processed.

The analysis
proliferatioii
recti0ua.l requirement
is deal1
ing,

as discussed

in the

tllrc> to ltlif~ I)idiwil II 1,~’c~stra I~ool~I;v~~l~-

piwhl~i~i

f’oliowing.

Let

a.11cl
f;s'*t')
E ti/ jl represent
withill
tlitl
of a. production
telice two paxtial ‘analyses

fy’

E I,,,

irij)iit,

wii-

71~.: D,. -

‘.t’j

ovcrC’,.., . . . C.‘,.& in G. We say that, li.s’t) a.ntl l,‘.”
lap if i 5 6’ 5 j 5 j’, s < s’ < I < t’ and the two
corresponding
analyses
shaxe
the same
constituents
cQ+,
. . . Cr,t (i.e. share the same ana.lyses for these
constituents
within the input. sentence).
A colnbinatorial argument
can show t1ia.t no a.nalysis prolif~~rat,ioli

h
Figure

i

.i

3: l?redict,ioll

k

conflict,.

The ca.se of interaction
bet,weell
left-to-right
aud
right,- to-left st ra t,egies tur11s out to I)e iiiore intricate:
a siniple esaiiiple
will be disc iiss~d ii1 order to present,
the problem.
I.;, Figure 3, no island has beeu selected
in
right-to-left
analthe portion
uh+l . . . CLI;. A top-down
ysis has revealed
a constituent,
Irk with estension
i
k.
while a top-down
left.-to-right
a.nalysis 11as revealed
a
constituent
of the same category
with extension
h j.
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Assume that both constituents
have been rewritten
ac7’ of the
input. grammar.
If a
cording
to production
top-down
left prediction
for 1~ ta.kes place at position
i, the subsumption
blocking
technique
will correctly
prevent
a left-to-right
reanalysis
of 1~ at i - k. But,
as a consequence,
no left-to-right
analysis
for a potential constituent
IA at i - j could ever take place. Such
a. constituent
will then be lost, because
the symmetric situation
is found at position
j and because
of the
a,bsence of any island at i - j. The problem
is solved
by the following
trick. Informa.lly
speaking,
it sufficies
to arbitrarily
break into two substrings
each portion of
two successive
islands.
the input string lying between
In the left substring,
only left-to-right
predictions
can
be made by the algorithm,
while in the right substring
only right-to-left
predictions
can ta.ke place. This technique will b e called prediction
blocking.
As is shown
below, prediction
blocking
guarantees
the correctness
of the algorithm
and prevents
the undesired
interacand right-to-left
top-down
tions between left-to-right
strategies.
Furthermore,
such a technique
presents
the
interesting
property
of filtering
head-outward
analyses
by requesting
a sort of “compatibility”
will1 the surrounding
islands (see Theorem
1 below).

The algorithm
Let GI =
(N,r:,P,S).
the following

(I,$), C, PI, Is) be
Th e t op-down steps
definition.

Definition

3 TWO functions

I$’

to P(Pj”)

l-pred(

I?‘“‘)

are

=

=

{IiTr’Kr’
jGr

{I$“”
c,

I-pred( l,,.)

=

and

I-pred

-

E 1 AI +G,

&.Xr,Xr’

5GI

r-pred(

+c;,

indez(A,
w
then indez(AI

in

P.

XlYl)

=

=

(r,s)

construction

of

in PI obtained

If Al

=

Q) = (r, s, 1); by extensiolr,
-r a) = (Y, 0, n,.).
The

(the

S~J’;)

I~“‘“’

then

if ,41 = 10~
studied

a.lgorithnl

a.lgois not.

input.
An I-cover GI = (I, (‘), s , P,, Is) for a contextfree grammar
G (with no null-r,rocluction);
a string w =
(11 . . . un In
* y
v*, n > 0; integers ik, pl;, qk, 1 5 I; < IV, such
that Q&l = pk < ik < qk = pk+l
(q0
=
0, pM+l
=
?I,);
functions l-precl, r-predrindex
and *mid.
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IIl,” u Cl matrix

in P(l)J!‘):

Q whose

1) x (IL + 1) matrix ‘;I’ whose
a11 (12 + 1) X (1) + 1) X

entries

take

values

in

[Prl x

max~<r<pI~hl.
-Output.

Accept/reject.

Method.

for every h E { l..M}

do

comment:
init step
for every productiolt
Al -, CL,, do
2a),--l,t,, := b,, --1 .Zh u {AI}
- ul,, )
(r, s, t) := indexc(A,
Q(ih - 1, ZI,, uth ) := Q(b,j - 1. L/L,uz,, ) u {(I’, .5))
er,dE!ih9 ih - 1, uEh 1 := Q(itz, ih - 1. (~2,~) u {(I-, t,}
endfor
for every AI added to tz,3, 0 < i < J 5 n do
comment:
the following steps to be applied in
comment:
whichever
order
comment:
left-expand
step
for every production
BI - X’IAI do
- Xl A,)
(r, 2) := mid(BI
(r, s, t) := inde.c( B, - .s, A, )
if (T, 2) $! Q(h, J, .41) theu
for every i’ _< i do
if (r, J) @ Q(1, i’, .S, ), (.Yl E t,~,,
or SI = U,)i’ = 1 - 1) thell

t,i J := i!,l,J UWd

Q(i’, 1.,.S, ) := Q( i’; i. -S, ) u {(I.. s)}
eA,dfo2(~, 4 AI) := Q(J, 2,Al ) u {(r, t,}
endfor
comment:
for every
(T, z)
(r,s,t)
if (T,
for

raght-e:cpmcl sky
production
BI - AIXJ
do
:= mid( BI -+ Al Xl)
:= index(Br
- AJSI)
z) e Q(j, i. Al ) theu
every j’ 2 j do
if (T,z) $Z Q(j,j’.
XI), (-Ur E tJ,,/
or -Y-I = u,+1 ) j’ = J + 1) then
$;I

two following
funcS,Jj
be a produc-

An (n +

values

endfo2(~~~..\.i,

micQ.41

rithm is reported
in the following
specified
iu ils optimal
form).

vckables.
take

1 u

u ~)~};

lur ) = 0.

r,t),
if Yr = 1,!“” then nzid(Ar
micl is well-defined
by the
1function
Pi”).
Let Al -* 0 be a production
y,

u S)“};

Ifis”)C,,

I;030) cv,ck E (rp

tiou ill Pi2). If XI = I,!“‘“’ then

a production

f7*0772

B~l~~“‘t’,

, u’ E (IL?

---f E 1 A,

For nota.tiona.1 convenience,
the
tions will also be used.
Let AI y

from

r-pred

defined as follows:

&
r-pred(.lr’t’)

an I-cover
for C =
of the algorit41un ncccl

P1-oyram
entries

;:A;‘;

:=

:=

{BI}

Q(i,j,

A,)

u

{(r,s)}

Q(J’.J..Y/)u

{(I..[)}

endfor
comment:
project step
if i < i/, < j for some h thei
for every prod uctiou B, - A J do
t
:= t,,, u { Br }
(iys, t) := index(B1
- Al)
Q(i,j,Al)
:=Q(~,J,~~~)LJ
{(r,.~)}
.,,f;;
2, Al ) := Q(./, a, Air ) u {(I’, t)}
comment:
le.ft-predict step
if ]>h < i < ii, for Some h then
for every production
BI -,
t 1.1 := I,,, u {HI }
end for
comment:
right-yredzct
step
if ih 5 j < qfl for some h then
for every product.ion f3, t,*, := t,,, u {Br}
endfor
endfor
if 1s E t~,~ theil accept else reject
end.
0

E in l-y&(

A, ) do

E iI1 1’-yr7 tl( .-1, ) do

Formal properties
Formal proofs of the statements
in this section
have
been omitted.
To study the correctness
of Algorithm
1, we need the following
definition.
Definition 4 The subsumption
is defined as follows:
(i) for

Ir(“‘)

every

E Ig’,

ever s’ < s, and (Ii”‘),

relation

SI

(Issft), Iis”t))

C @x1,$?

E Sr when-

IisPt’)) E Sl whenever

(ii) for every IA E I$‘,

t’ 2 t;

(IA, IA) E sl.

The next result characterizes
the set of all i-items
inserted
in T by Algorithm
1. Note that the correctness of the method
obtains
as a corollary
of such a
characterization.
Theorem
1 Let ik, pk, qk, 1 < k 5 M, be integers
defined as for the input of Algo%thm 1. For every A E
I$’ and for eve y i, j, 0 5 i 5 j 5 n, there exist
B, (A, B) E SI and integers dl, d2 2 0, such that B E
t-a-d1 ,j+d2 if and only if the following conditions hold:
(i)

there exists a derivation

A &-,I

Theorem

ai+l . . . aj;

(ii) if there exist h, i’, j’, H such that ih 5 i < ih+l,
i < i’ 5 j’ 5 min{j, qh} and such that (i) can
be broken
H ~~~
H

E

into A &=G~ ai+1 . . . ailHajt+l
then

ail+.1 . . . ajl,
{Ii”‘t),

ID,)

for

. . . aj

L %-G~ aill . . . ai#Hy

some

i”

<

ih,

L

E

and
and
IF),

y E (I$’ U C)” I 1 -< r -< lPl*I
(iii) if there exist h, i’, j’, H such that ih-1 5 j < ih,
ma{i,
ph} < it 5 j’ 5 j and such that (i) can
be broken

into A >cr

H $-G~ ail+1 . ..ajl.

ai+l . . . ailHajl+l
then

R>G~

. . . aj

yHajl+l

and

. ..ajll

and H E (Ii”8”r’ , ID,.) for some j” > ih, R E I$‘,
y&%Jq*
(iv)

7 1 <r<
- /PI*I
if there exist h such that ih 5 i < qh < j < ih+l,

then either L 5~~
R 3~~

y’Aaj+l

ait . . . aiAy,

A E {I$“‘t), ID,),

. . . ajl, A E {I$s’x’),

i’ < ih, j’ 2 ih+l,

L, R E Ig),

IO,],

or

for some

y, y’ E (Ig)UC)*.

0

Condition
(i) in Theorem
1 expresses
the islandoutward
bottom-to-top
behaviour
of the algorithm,
while the remaining
conditions
filter out partial
analyses based on of the surrounding
islands.

qh= ph+l
Figure

4: Condition

(ii) in Theorem

1.

As an example,
Condition
(ii) has been depictd
~II
Figure 4, where for simplicity
we take constituents
fl
and B to be the same. Positions
ih and ih+l in the figure indicate
two selected
islands,
while the preclict.ioll
blocking
technique
has divided
the portion
ih - ijL+I
into a left string ih - qh suitable
for left-to-right
Lopdown prediction
and a right, string ph+l - ih+ 1 (?))I~+, =
qh) suitable for right-to-left
top-down
predictioll.
Tilctl
it holds that no constituent
A containing
the island
aihsl can be analyzed
if its subconstituents
in the portion ih - qh are not reachable
by partial
a.nalyses that.
include
(at least) island aih. Note that if this is the
case, clearly no complete
tree can eventually
derive the
input string.
Observe
also that the subsumption
rela.tion SI has been used in Theorem
1 because
subsumption blocking
does not guarantee
that the “if-pa.rt” of
the statement
exactly
holds for an i-item A in T, but8
only for an i-item B that “includes”
the parlial ana1~~si.i;
represented
by A.
To conclude
the present section,
computational
coinThe followirtg rcsul~. i\splexity issues are addressed.
sumes
the Random Access Machine ;1s the IIKXICI of’
computation.

gorithm

2 Let f( G 1, w) be the running
1. Then

f(GI,

w) E O(&!‘[’

It is important
to observe
G being
the input
grammar
GI is derived.
Therefore

lime

[WI”).

of AI-

•I

tl1a.t I1:)[
= 0( IG(‘),
from which
the cove1
ilr
our a.lgorithm
runs

time 0( IG131w13), while the well-known
rithm
[Earley,
19701 f or left-to-right
context-free
grammar
runs in time
ever, this worsening
in performance
of genera,1 bidirectional
stra.tegies.

Earley
nlgorecogn i tioil of

0( IG121~uJ3). Ilowseems

a lili-litjal~iotr

Discussion
As already
noted in the natural
language
parsing
literature
(see [Woods,
19821) the main fraility
of bidirectional
parsing
is (partial)
analysis
redundancy.
A
solution
proposed
in [Kay, 19891 for head-driven
parsing consists of fixing a privileged
order of expa.nsion
I~I
each production,
which amounts
to reducing
the size
ofset Ig’. The use of a strategy
specified
by the grammar writer causes obvious
problems
for parsing
applications
that need dynamic
control strategies,
suclj CIS
those that employ syntactic
and acoustic
scoring.
FIII*thermore,
given that words to be chosen ns starling
islands can fall more than one in the same collst.it,ll(:t1~
in an unpredicta.ble
way, it is not clear how t(o accolllplish island-driven
strategies
through
static
order (lspansion.
Algorithm
1 allows the use of dynamic
st,rat.c>gies, while subsumption
blocking
prevents
(redundant.)
analysis
proliferation.
Although
bidirectional,
the general
approach
to
parsing
found in [Pereira
and Warren,
19831 canl~ot.
mimic island-driven
strategies
in a direct way, due to
the lack of top-down
capabilities.
The mixed bottomto-top
top-down
strategy
adopted
by Algorithm
1
should not be confused
with the more familiar
hot,tSomup strategies
with top-down
filtering
found in the natural language
parsing
literature
(see [Wiren,
198-i]).
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111 Algorithm
1 in fact, some (not preselected)
constituents
are entirely
analyzed
in a.top-down
fashion,
if they do not include any islands.
Also this may cause
proliferation
of analyses:
to the best of our knowledge, this problem
has not been addressed
in the literature.
Algorithm
1 proposes
a simple solution
that
does not imply any computa.tional
overhead.
Other
than parsing,
the mixed stra.tegy
proposed
here can
be of some relevance
for text generation
algorithm
design,
improving
techniques
derived
from
bidirectional bottom-to-top
parsing
methods
(see [van Noord,
1990]).
Furth-ermore,
due to the (dynamic)
tabular
technique
employed
by the algorithm,
parallel
parsing
applications
can also be considered
to improve
known
bottom-to-top
algorithms
(for instance
[Nijholt,
1990;
de Vreught
and Honig, 19891).
Two final technical
notes.
It is easy to exhibit an algorithm
for the construction
of rightmost
(or leftmost)
parse, under the hypothesis
that elements
in 1;’ are
stored in T along with a list of pointers
to those entries
that caused the new entry to appear.
The assumption
regarding
the null-production
free form of the input
gra.mmar
can be dropped.
In fact, the mosta genera.1
case can be solved by employing
the same technique
used in [Graham
and Harrison,
19761 to handle
nullproductions;
this simply
requires
a slight redefinition
of the cover GI .
As a conclusion,
the flexibility
of the studied
algorithm seems very promising
for applications
in stochastic context-free
grammar
parsing and automatic
speech
understanding.
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